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The greatness of 
taking care of the 
smallest things
Mayoral, leader in the children's fashion sector in the Iberian 
Peninsula and one of the main specialised groups in Europe 
presents a modern and colourful collection for the spring-summer 
2022 season.

The new collection is made up of versatile and easy-to-combine 
garments, which are committed to the comfort of the little ones 
without renouncing to the trends of the season or to an exclusive 
design. The quality of the fabrics used for making the garments 
stands out, as well as the use of environmentally friendly 
techniques and materials. 

Created to dress children from birth, the collection offers the 
complete look: garments, accessories and footwear. Always under 
the slogan makes friends, it fulfils the maxim of offering the best 
fashion-quality-price ratio on the market.







The spring equinox is the starting point of the collection, which evokes the 
awakening of nature through its colours. Neutral, earthy and pink tones combine 
with acid and sophisticated shades such as lilac, turquoise, fuchsia and clementine.

This palette gives a renewed air to the clothing trends, made in jacquard, organza 
and lace. This season also sees the introduction of a capsule collection for 
ceremonies. For casual looks, textured fabrics such as seersucker, colourful twills 
and special knitted qualities stand out, in addition to the classic linen, denim and 
Tencel. Along with tone-on-tone embroidery and worn effects, acid wash and tie-dye 
techniques give the garments a very modern look. Graphics have a much more 
uncluttered and minimalist concept, and prints bring dynamism and creativity. 

The rise of the comfortable and casual style gives more prominence to the sport 
knitwear. A comfywear line for babies has been created and a mix & match proposal 
has been launched, with different options that can be coordinated with each other. 
A homewear collection has also been developed with pyjamas and underwear in BCI 
sustainable cotton. The #ecofriends models, made with sustainable fibres such as 
organic cotton, EcoVero and recycled polyester, continue to grow.  

The search for innovative patterns translates into a commitment to modern 
silhouettes such as cropped T-shirts, oversize jackets, XXL collars and cropped 
straight trousers. The swimwear families come with important new items and the 
range is expanded with skirt sets, hats and T-shirts with sun protection. The 
kitten-eared cap, denim backpack or sports bag highlight the varied range of 
accessories.

girl
Baby (sizes 6-36 months)

Mini (sizes 2-9 years)

Junior (sizes 8-16 years)







Inspired by summer sunsets, water sports, outdoor activities and a connection with 
nature, the children's collection is optimistic and energetic. The colourful and graphic 
treatment is renewed in a minimalist proposal with clean lines. The nautical concept 
is decontextualized to delve into a broader palette, which breaks with traditional 
combinations. Vibrant tones and fluorine shades accompany earthy neutrals in a 
warm and organic approach, but not the only one: they are also interspersed with 
greys, blacks and blues, with a fresh and contrasting result. 

Dress trends are decreasing and sport chic is on the rise. In addition, knitted comfort 
capsule collections are making a comeback, offering a varied alternative with its own 
identity. The baby collection is known as the puzzle and has the peculiarity that all its 
pieces can be coordinated with each other. Tailoring looks have also been stripped of 
all artifice: the lines are more relaxed, which allows diversifying the usefulness of 
these garments. Casual style elements, such as adjustable waist ties, revolutionise 
classic tailoring, and the poplin check shirt is updated in linen.

Functional, timeless and utilitarian designs remain key: pockets are added to revamp 
simpler patterns, cargo shorts make a comeback and drop-shoulder silhouettes 
appear. Play-with pieces and T-shirts with educational graphics that encourage 
children to interact with their clothes are on the rise.

A lightweight, breathable, antibacterial and eco-friendly natural fibre suitable for 
sensitive skin called lyocell is added to the #ecofriends references, which continue 
to gain presence this season. The entire homewear line, as well as the underwear, 
has been made with fibres of sustainable origin. Also the swimwear collection, which 
in turn, grows both in clothing and in accessories and introduces T-shirts with UPF 
protection.

boy
Baby (sizes 6-36 months)

Mini (sizes 2-9 years)

Junior (sizes 8-16 years)





The collection welcomes a new future of comfort, through relaxed and versatile 
casual outfits that prioritise baby's comfort in everyday life. The corredino 
collection expands and shares colour with clothing trends.

The bold graphics, the bright shades in powdered version and the neutral 
shades, currently on the rise, guarantee timeless chromatic combinations. Soft, 
naturally sourced fabrics stand out, as do sustainably sourced fibres such as 
organic cotton or bamboo.

Innovative patterns and silhouettes have been incorporated, such as the gauze 
dungarees, the body-polo, the ribbed hat or the set of hair accessories. The 
number of coordinated references for boys and girls has also increased, and a 
unisex set of cardigan and socks has been included. The trimmings, such as 
coconut buttons or decorative cork labels, are details that make a difference 
and give a benefit to each family. Likewise, the range of models with accessories 
is growing with the aim of achieving a more complete collection.

The childcare line presents accessories to match the newborn designs, aimed 
at meeting the needs of today's parents, who are looking for the perfect 
balance between fashion and functionality. Some of the new items that 
materialise this approach are the vanity bag that converts into a bum bag, 
allowing you to have your hands free to attend to your newborn. A document 
holder with transparent compartments offers an overall view of its contents. 
The maternity bag in fabric, which combines practicality with the print of the 
season, vichy, or the sock with anti-slip sole, which respects the posture of the 
foot and protects it in its first steps.

Sizes 0-18 months











Ensuring the comfort and correct development of the foot 
is the driving force behind the collection. This season is 
made up of two key trends that reinterpret classic and 
timeless designs through technical materials and adaptive 
details that bring freshness and versatility.

Creativity marks this a trend that explores the imaginative 
universe of children through colour. Acid tones, such as 
lime and coral, are incorporated into a chromatic palette of 
vibrant shades present in all shoes.

Imagination also plays a decisive role in the creation of fun 
and easy-to-wear pieces. Multifunctional aspects are 
added to extend the lifecycle of the models, such as 
removable trims, and the use of soft, breathable materials 
that promote comfort and mobility are prioritised.

Traditional designs are updated with subtle details, such as 
contrasting stitching, holographic pieces, vinyl upper 
overlays and rubber overlays. Gradient effects appear in 
running shoes; the soles of technical sandals opt for 
elevated and serrated finishes; and relaxed silhouettes 
stand out among swimwear: clogs and velcro straps are 
the stars. 

W a v e  o f  c o l o u r

Sizes 19-38



The good weather, natural spaces and outdoor activities 
inspire the designs of this line, with proposals for special 
occasions and casual looks. 

Vegetation and flowers colour the footwear with neutral 
and soft tones that transmit the calm of summer eve-
nings, emphasised by shades of moss and mauve. The 
sun's rays are transformed into metallic tones in the more 
sporty references.

The combination of textures stands out in moccasins and 
espadrilles with a frayed effect. Sneakers exude urban 
character thanks to their vulcanised soles, as well as the 
mix of canvas and technical mesh fabrics. The more 
formal ballerinas and pumps feature delicate tulle details 
and rhinestone embellishments.

 

G a r d e n  p a r t y



M y  fi r s t  s t e p s
Sizes 18-23

My first steps
For yet another season, Mayoral has developed a specific 
line of footwear for babies who are just starting to walk, 
with the aim of guaranteeing maximum comfort and 
safety in this crucial phase.

The shoes have a lightweight sole with a raised toe and 
heel to protect the foot, a flexion area on the instep to 
promote mobility and a non-slip finish to secure the foot-
ing. The insoles are removable, antibacterial, ergonomic 
and have the comfort shock system, which offers greater 
cushioning when walking. 

The different designs have rounded lasts to leave enough 
room for the toes; they are easy to put on and take off 
thanks to their Velcro closures, zips and elastic laces; and 
they are chemical-free, with leather upper, sole pad and 
lining.

This season, as a novelty, a semi-open model is intro-
duced, and white tones are incorporated in the boys' col-
lection and denim fabric in the girls' collection.
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